
NUCLEAR REACTIONS  
 

Nuclear Reactions 

 When an atom is __________________, the strong force in the nuclei is able to keep the nucleus permanently 
together. 

 RADIOACTIVITY-  
o However, when the strong force is not large enough to hold a nucleus together tightly, the nucleus can 

_________________________ and give off ___________________ and ________________________. 
The process of nuclear decay is called __________________________________________. 

 NUCLEAR FISSION-  
o The process of splitting a nucleus into ____________ nuclei with _________________________ masses. 

Fission means to “__________________________________” 

 ONLY THE ELEMENTS _____________________________ AND 
______________________________ UNDERGO NUCLEAR FISSION 

 NUCLEAR REACTIONS- 
o A chain reaction is an ongoing series of ________________________ reactions. 

Billions of reactions may occur each second resulting in the release of tremendous 
energy.  

o This chain reaction led to the formation of the __________________ BOMB.  

 NUCLEAR FUSION- 
o __________ Nuclei with low masses are combined to form ____________ nucleus of larger mass. Hot 

temperature is required.  Fusion ____________________________ atomic nuclei together, and fission 
______________________ nuclei apart. 

o Occurs mostly in the sun and stars  

o Occurs in _________________________ Bomb 

 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF NUCLEAR REACTIONS 
o Advantages:       

 Tracers in medicine 

 _______________________________ follow where a particular molecule goes in your 
body or to study how a particular organ functions. Examples: iodine tracers in the 
thyroid 

 Treatment of cancer 

 Treating cancer with ______________________________________________ is another 
example of using nuclear radiation in medicine 



 Energy production 

 Nuclear power plants generate electricity using the _________________ release in 
nuclear fission. 

 The ________________________________ core in an energy plant produces the 
equivalent energy released in 3 million kg of coal. 

 An advantage of nuclear energy is that it is environmentally friendly since it does not 
require the burning of _________________ fuels. 

 Environmentally safe* 

o Disadvantages: 
 Nuclear waste 

 A disadvantage of nuclear energy is nuclear waste. Nuclear waste is any radioactive by-
product that results when __________________________________ materials are used. 

 Risk of release of radioactivity 

 Another disadvantage is the risk of release of radioactivity (1986 Chernobyl, Ukraine) 

 Nuclear weapons 
 
 
 
 

 RADIOACTIVE DECAY 
o _________________________________ _______________ is when an _______________________ 

nucleus spontaneously disintegrates into a smaller, more stable nucleus. Radioactive decay releases 
energy and nuclear radiation.  

 
o ALPHA Emission (α) 

 Alpha emission results when a very heavy nucleus emits ______ ________________ and _____ 
________________ (HELIUM) ______ ___________ ___________ ______________. 

 An alpha particle is represented by the symbol: 

𝐻𝑒2
4  

 

Example:  𝑈92
238   𝐻𝑒2

4  + 𝑇ℎ90
234  

 



 Write the nuclear equation for alpha decay of the following: 
o Thorium-230 

o Uranium-235  

o 𝑅𝑛86
222   

o 𝑃𝑜84
210  

o BETA Emission (β-) 
 Beta emission results when a nucleus converts a ______________ into a ________________ 

and an ______________________, then emits the ____________________ from the 
____________________. 

 A beta particle is represented by the symbol: 
𝛽−1

0  

Example: 𝑛0
1   𝑝1

1  + 𝛽−1
0                                            𝑀𝑔12

27   𝛽−1
0  + 𝐴𝑙13

27  

 

 Write the nuclear equation for beta decay of the following: 

 Strontium-90 

 Carbon-14 

 𝑇ℎ90
234  

 𝐴𝑐 89
228      

 POSITRON Emission (β+) 

 ___________________________ emission results when a nucleus converts a proton into a 
neutron and emits a positron from the nucleus. 

 A positron has the same ____________________ as an electron, but has a 
____________________ charge. 

 A positron is represented by the symbol: 

𝛽+1
0  

 

Example: 𝑝1
1   𝑛0

1  + 𝛽+1
0                   𝑃𝑜84

207   𝛽+1
0  + 𝐵𝑖83

207  

 



 Write the nuclear equation for positron emission from the following: 
o Carbon-11 

o Nitrogen-13 

o 𝐾19
38  

o 𝑂8
15  

 Electron Capture (e-) 

 Electron capture is when a ____________________________ captures an 
______________________, combines it with a ____________________ and forms a 
__________________________. 

 An electron (e-) is represented by the symbol:  
 

Example: 𝑒−1
0  + 𝑝1

1   𝑛0
1    𝐴𝑔47

106  + 𝑒−1
0   𝑃𝑑46

106  

 

 Write the nuclear equation for electron capture by the following: 

 Sodium-22 

 Carbon-11 

   𝑃𝑚61
142  

 
 

 Gamma Emission (γ) 

 Gamma rays are ______________________ energy waves emitted from the 
_____________________ immediately following other types of decay. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Half-Life 

 A measure of the time required by the nuclei of an _________________ to _________________ 
is called the ________________-___________________. 

 The half-life of a radioactive isotope is the ___________________ of ________________ it takes 
for ______________ the nuclei in a sample of the isotope to ________________. 
 
Example: Carbon-14  dating 


